
Ответы 

Test Health. Lesson 046. Vocabulary part 1. Intermediate.   

Exercise 1 

Match the sentences, using each half once only 

1) If someone feels sick   -   d) they want to vomit 

2) If someone`s got flu – f) their muscles ache 

3) If someone has a heart attack -  g) they need a doctor immediately 

4) If someone`s got diarrhea  - b) they want to go to the toilet 

5) If someone`s got hay fever – c) they keep sneezing 

6) If someone`s got a hangover – h) they drank too much beer last night 

7) If someone is blowing their nose a lot – a) they may have a cold 

8) If someone`s got a temperature – e)  they feel very hot 

 

Exercise 2  

Choose the correct answer 

1) Martin hasn't ………………. his illness yet. 

A) recovered    B) got over    C) suffered 

2)Pauline. ......................... .birth to a baby girl yesterday afternoon. 

A) was B) put C) had D) gave 

3)Your leg isn't broken but it is badly. ..............................  

A)pain  B) bruised C) bandaged  

4)That was a bad fall! Have you ............................ .yourself? 

A) harmed B) damaged C) wounded D) hurt 

5)Each time I sneezed, everyone said,  .............................. you!' 

A) Cough B) Bless C) Cold D) Thank 

6)Stop making that noise! You're getting on my. ............................... ! 

A) muscles B) brains C) nerves D) blood 

7) I had severe toothache and half my face was badly………….  

A) swollen B) rounded C)injured 

8)I've got a headache, and I don't feel very. .................................  

A) healthy B) fit C)well 

9) If you are afraid of heights you might be …………..  

A) dizzy      B) swollen     C) sneeze  D)cough  

10) If fur makes you sneeze, it means that you have ……….. 

A) heart attack     B) hay fever     C) blister 

 

 

 



 

Exercise 3 

 

Last week I phoned my (1) GP to make an (2) appointment to see her, as I had been feeling a bit 

under the weather recently. 

When I arrived at her (3) surgery, there were only two other people in the (4) waiting-room I 

gave my name to the (5)receptionist  and sat down to await my turn. Fortunately, I didn’t have to 

wait long. 

 

 

The doctor asked me what was wrong, so I told her my (6) symptoms. She told me to lie down on 

the (7) couch and gave me an (8) examination.  

 

First, she felt my (9) pulse. Then she took my (10) blood pressure, which was a bit high. Next 

she took my (11) temperature. It was 37.9. Finally, she listened to my 
breathing through her (12) stethoscope. 

 

 

She didn’t think there was anything seriously wrong with me. 

So she wrote out a (13) prescription for some (14) medicine which she said would make me feel 

better. She also advised me, as she always did, to stop smoking and reminded me that if I didn’t, 

then one day I might get (15) lung cancer. As usual, I promised to try. 

 

 

 

 


